Angular 7.1 Security and Authentication
CSP, Contexts, Sanitizers, Schema, XSS, CSRF, CORS,
XSSI, Authentication Workflow, Web-Authn
There are many design choices web developers make
every day that can positively/negatively impact web app
security. Security is not a task just to be left to security
experts (though having them on the team is certainly a
good idea). No, every web developer needs a strong
grounding in both web security in general and the
security of the web framework they use in particular.
This course supplies both for Angular 7.1 app
developers. We start with a thorough review of general
browser security and then proceed to see how Angular
can help in building secure web applications, including
exploring in detail how to build authentication.

Angular has a compelling security story, responding
well to potential attack vectors. By default an Angular
CLI-generated app is very secure. As code is added,
security settings can be carefully adjusted as needed.
Authentication is one of the most complex and yet most
important aspect of any substantial Angular application.
By breaking it into manageable chunks, attendees will
appreciate how a well organized authentication
workflow should be, and see how to build this inside an
Angular application (using NgRx 7 to store the auth
token). We also look at authorization and auditing.
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